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Why daylighting?
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Continual variation

Edinburgh airport (2008.06)3



A shopping mall in Edinburgh (2008.06)4



A shopping mall in Edinburgh (2008.06)5



The Orlando Int’l airport (2010.01)6
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The Orlando Int’l airport (2010.01)8



The Orlando Int’l airport (2010.01)9



The Orlando Int’l airport (2010.01) 10



Orange County Convention Center, 
Orlando, FL (2010.01) 11



Disney concert hall, LA12



Disney concert hall, LA13



Disney concert hall, LA14



Architect: Richard Meier
High museum of art (2011.04)
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Guggenheim museum in NY Indian museum in Washington D.C.
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From the Pantheon to the Guggenheim museum: Frank L. Wright called 
the Guggenheim museum “my Pantheon”. 



Renaissance hotel, Atlanta17



The British Museum
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Museo Del Prado, Madrid
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Barajas Airport (Madrid, Spain)
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Barajas Airport (Madrid, Spain)
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Sagrada Familia, Barcelona23



Architect: Jean Nouvel 
Torre Agbar, Barcelona 24



Torre Agbar, Barcelona 25



Fernbank museum. Atlanta 26



CNN center, Atlanta 27



Air space museum, Washington D.C.
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Taichung city center, Taiwan
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National gallery of art, D.C.35
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http://www.seattle.gov/light/conserve/sustainability/studies/ 37
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Daylighting design

 Mistakenly understood to mean an 
abundance of light should fill the space. 

 Good design  careful balance and control 
of heat gain and loss
 Manual vs. energy & lighting simulation
 Energy, lighting (illuminance), visual comfort 

(luminance ratio, daylighting glare)

 Strategies: shading devices, light shelves, 
glazing, atria, courtyards, material finishes 
(both interior and exterior)
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Daylighting in LEED

 A minimum daylight factor of 2% in 75% of 
all occupied spaces
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Importance and planning of daylighting design

 Daylighting influences human behavior, health
and productivity

 Planning for daylight throughout building design 
process
 Conceptual stage: building form, orientation, layout, 

major apertures 
 Design development: materials and interior finishes, 

zoning for integration with electric lighting and other 
services, control systems

 Occupancy: fine tuning and maintenance of the system
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Energy savings with daylighting 

 IESNA RP-5-99: recommended practice of 
daylighting 
 Plan interior space for access to daylight 
 Minimize sunlight in the vicinity of critical visual tasks 
 Design spaces to minimize glare
 Zone electric lighting for daylight-responsive control 
 Provide for daylight-responsive control of electric lighting 
 Provide for commissioning and maintenance of any 

automatic controls
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Goals of daylighting 

 Advantages of daylighting: improved aesthetics, 
provision of human biological needs (circadian 
rhythms and visual relief), reduction of electric 
lighting energy usage

 Goal: to provide sufficient illuminance, minimize 
the perception of glare and provide for overall 
visual comfort. 
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Human factors in daylighting design 

 View: outside (sky, horizon, ground)
 Productivity and satisfaction

 Classrooms: better progress on math and reading
 Retail stores: increased monthly sales

 Controlling daylight in interior spaces
 Daylight provides psychological well-being 
 Provision of adjustable shades must be made to exclude 

sunlight. 

 Minimize glare
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Toronto Eaton mall (2014.10)

daylighting
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Site strategies for daylighting 
buildings

 (1) orientation: southfacing is preferred 
in terms of:
 prevention of excess solar heat gain 

(summer)
 passive solar heating strategies (winter)
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(2) Zoning

 Thermal and (luminous) lighting zoning 
 Zoning is one of the first steps to passive heating and 

cooling design.
 Zoning facilitates later decisions about sizes of 

equipment as well as fenestration and thermal mass. 
 The more carefully zoning is considered 

 the better lighting and thermal performance will be.
 the lower the annual energy use will be.
 The less likely it will be that all sides of a building will have an 

identical appearance. 
 Factors: function, schedule and orientation
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Zoning is most often influenced by…

 Function: 
 Important because of the variations 

in internal heat gains between 
functions

 Sports facility vs. office (room set-point 
temperature differs!!)

 Comfort conditions may vary 
considerably between functions; air 
temperatures can be lower for a 
strenuous activity than for a 
sedentary activity, or heat tolerance 
may be greater for some activities 
(restaurant kitchens) than for others. 
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Zoning is most often influenced by…

 Schedule: 
 An activity between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.: 

can be entirely daylit when the outside 
temperatures are the warmest of the daily 
cycle. 

 An activity that takes place only from 9:00 
p.m. to 4:00 a.m.: entirely dependent on 
electric lighting  heat from lights can be 
used to overcome the chill of the outside 
temperatures in winter. (In summer, such 
heat can be flushed away with the cool 
outside night air in many U.S. locations.) 

 If one activity has operating hours different 
from those of the remainder of the building, a 
separate mechanical system is often provided. 
 This saves energy, because large 
equipment will not be underused to provide 
heating or cooling for only one zone. 49



Zoning is most often influenced by…

 Orientation: 
 Case I: Perimeter spaces with direct sun 

through the windows may gain more heat 
than is lost and thus need cooling.

 Case II: Perimeter spaces without direct sun 
may have a net heat loss due to heat loss 
through glass, infiltration, and a lack of 
electric lighting (because daylight is 
adequate). These spaces will need heat from 
a mechanical support system. 

 Case III: Interior (no‐daylight) spaces are 
often overheated by electric lighting because 
they cannot lose heat. These spaces will need 
cooling from the support system.
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Cooling



Site strategies for daylighting 
buildings

 (3) Form
 At its simplest, form can be reduced to 

questions of tall or short, thick or thin.
 15 ft (4.5m) perimeter zone: completely daylit
 15-30 ft (4.5-9.0m): partially daylit
 30 ft (9.0m): electrically lit 
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Thicker, taller buildings: more 
space away from climate 
influences  internal load
dominated (ILD)

Thinner buildings: need
heating in cold weather and 
cooling in hot weather;
skin‐load dominated (SLD).



Aperture strategies: sidelighting

 (a) Design for bilateral lighting: even distribution

The most evenly 
distributed condition
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(b) Place windows high on a wall

 Provide more uniform distribution
 Use the ceiling as a reflecting surface by placing 

window heads as close as possible to the ceiling
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(c) use adjacent walls as reflectors

 Additional reflector, reducing the contrasting edge 
around the window
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(d) Splay the walls of aperture

 visual comfort by reducing contrast and the 
potential for glare
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